PETS
Use these clues to fill in the puzzle on the next page. All of the
answers are names of animals that can be pets. God made so
many neat creatures!
The numbers tell you which box to put your answer in. “A” means
the word goes across; “D” means it goes down.
1D: “Oink! Oink! Sque-e-eal!” There’s no mistaking who that sound belongs to!
2D: A long pet with no legs.
3A: Canaries, finches, parrots, parakeets… These are all types of ____.
4D: These pets have long, soft ears and like to hop.
5A: “Baaa!” But nope – it’s not a sheep!
6A: This guy is kind of like a hamster… or a rat… but he has a long, furry tail.
7A: It’s not a mouse, but it loves to run on exercise wheels or through tight tunnels.
7D: This little pet wears a lovely shell – but it might wear a different one tomorrow. Be
careful he doesn’t run away!
8D: This rodent is not a pig, but a ___ pig.
9A: Slow and steady, with legs like a little elephant, and a head like a dinosaur – oh,
and don’t forget the hard home he wears everywhere he goes!
10A: Mom would probably not be too happy if one of these little squeakers was loose in
the house!
11D: These pets often give you eggs. The daddy might even wake you up every
morning!
12D: You probably won’t have a tuna or a salmon, but you might have a guppy or a
gold____.
13A: These pets blend right in with the twigs and branches in their cage.
14D: Not everyone cares for this “furry”, eight-legged pet.
15D: A very common pet that purrs.
16A: Don’t mistake this bigger guy for a mouse. You might be surprised he is very
smart, like a dog.
17A: These guys look very fluffy with their wooly winter coats.
18D: Wolves, Collies, Chihuahuas, and German Shepherds are all ___.
19A: You can ride these pets and stroke their long mane.
20A: These pets are like chickens – kind of. They have rounded bills and love to swim.
21A: You’ll likely have 2 dozen of these farm pets at once – in your house, of course.
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